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As the owner of PM Higher Learning, Alexander McDuffie, PMP has seen the struggles of people
passing the PMP exam. He said, there is very limited material out there that is like the real PMP
exam. That is when Alexander created this book. He wanted questions as close as possible to the
real project management professional exam. In this book you get 10 quizzes that are very realistic
assessment to prepare you for the test. Each question is derived from the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) 5th edition book. Alexander McDuffieâ€™s research has made this
book very close to the real exam questions.After you finish this book, I invite you to go to
PMHigherLearning.com where you will find several mock exams that will help you master your skills
at project management. These exams are timed and show you what you score in each section, just
like the real one. If you go to PM Higher Learning YouTube channel, there are weekly videos posted
to help you answer questions or give guidance to those taking the exam. About the
Author:Alexander McDuffie, PMP, CSM, M.S. is President and CEO of PM Higher Learning which is
a training/consulting firm that specializes in project management. Alexander has worked with fortune
500 companies through implementation of multi-million projects to consulting large institutions on
Agile. Alexander has a passion of teaching and learning. Alexander also serves actively in the
United States Army Reserve as a Captain. Alexander graduated in the top 10% of his class in officer
training school and is a father of two.
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great content and an easy to follow review of what it takes to pass the PMP certification. I look
forward to future books from the author as he has a great way to cover a fairly complex topic with
ease!

I recently purchased this book and highly recommend if you want to get a feel for what the real PMP
exam is going to be like.The practice exams and answer keys is very helpful with the trick questions.
Overall, it is a great book.

I have been working in project management for many years but my corporation just recently
requested that I actually sit for the PMP exam sometime this year. Taking exams has never been
my strong suit and I have looked at several online prep assists but this book by Alexander McDuffie
has helped prepare me more than anything. With a variety of questions in the book that are broken
down into knowledge groups, I was able to concentrate on the areas that I needed help with the
most. I have gone back to the online assessment practices and now know that I am fully ready to
take the real exam. Excellent guide.

The book appeared to be slapped together with inconsistency in the question and answer format.
Additionally, I also found that the questions had the answers identified by the PMBOK page number
next to it, so no point in taking the quiz to see how you are progressing in the studying. The book
needs to be completely edited and reviewed before republication. Many of the other resources I
used had similar issues with poorly worded questions, so this is not unique to this book. I would not
spend the money if I had to buy the book again. I hope the author reads the reviews and makes the
corrections and edits. The number of errors throughout the book made me question whether the
author took the time to provide the correct answers and justifications.

The pmp exam prep played a key role while I studied for my PMP exam. I have a strong project
management background, but wanted to get a good feel of the questions for the PMP exam. This

exam prep guide did a great job of that. The questions were relevant to the actual PMP exam, not
just a bunch of random exam questions like some websites. I would highly recommend this to any
project manager who is planning on taking their PMP exam.

I'm surprised this book made it to print with as many errors as it has. I'll update this review after I
take the exam but so far I've found much better exam prep materials on and on phone apps. I
would not recommend this book to a friend preparing for the exam.

Quite frankly it is appalling. To think that this book is advertised as 'helping you to pass your exam'
is a joke. There are too many spelling and grammatical errors to quote. There are so many other
errors and omissions it is unfathomable that this book was ever proof read or even checked for
accuracy. There are a number of errors where 2 of the 4 answers are correct, and has already been
said there are instances where the answer is referenced by pmbok guide page number and so
makes it obvious. A complete waste of money and as such I will be contacting the author / seller to
get my money back. DO NOT BUY THIS OR ANY OTHER BOOK FROM THIS AUTHOR. He needs
to retake his PMP exam!!!!

Length: 2:28 Mins

After completing my degree and possessing the prerequisites to qualify for the PMP test, I was
overwhelmed by the practicum. After asking other associates about the material, I was referred to
this exam prep. Once I delved in and absorbed the material I was thoroughly impressed with the
layout. There are over 400 questions broken down into knowledge categories. Also, the text is
concise and realistic; deposing of the fluff that you find in so many other pieces that don't impart the
knowledge I was looking for. Another aspect of the guide is that the questions come straight from
the PMBOK 5th edition which is the most important book for the PMP exam. The questions are only
from the PMBOK, but again, they are exactly what I need. The only caveat I could find was that
there are a couple types in some of the questions but it wasn't a concern for me, given that the
book's superb structure and layout.In summary, if anyone else is looking for a professionally
developed PMP exam prep that is an outstanding product for the price, you won't find any better
than this. Now, with this book in my arsenal I've no doubt that I'll be able to pass the test.
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